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The damaging effect of such an attitude on the reputation of New Zealand
abroad is all too obvious. In every
respect the Government's actions Jn
connection with the acquisition of the
Bank of New Zealand cannot be too
strongly condemned.
The extreme
element of the Labour Party will undoubtedly regard the passage of the
Bill as a notable victory, but there
will be many people who will regard
it as a tragic defeat of the best
interests of New Zealand.

THE COMMUNISTS AND
DE GAULLE
The outstanding fact about the
French crisis is that General de Gaulle
has refused to entrust Foreign Affairs
to a member of the Communist Party.
He has refused not merely to appoint
a Communist as Foreign Minister, but
to give to the Communist Party either
the War Ministry or the Ministry of
the Interior (equivalent to Home
Office) because both these Ministries
are contributory to the carrying out
of the foreign policy directed by a
Foreign Minister. The implication of
this refusal is that the Communists, in
may
foreign policy,
be biased,
consciously or unconsciously, by their
admiration for Russian methods. The
spokesman for the Communists, M.
Duclos, assessed de Gaulle's implied
criticism of' the Communist Party at
its highest when he said that "the
terms in which General de Gaulle
couched his refusal tof any of the
three portfolios stated above] are a
blot on our honour as Frenchmen."
Although the terms used by de Gaulle
may not have been fully cabled, it
sterns to be reasonable to believe that
he may be able to rebut the statement
of Duclos. His remarks, as cabled,
may be interpreted in terms of a
Communist bias towards Russia, not of
a treachery towards France tantamount
to a blot on a Frenchman's honour. De
Gaulle does nob appear to have said
that the French Communists were
Communists first and Frenchmen
only second. But he is reported to
have told the Communist leader
Thorez that while he (de Gaulle)
wished to .keep France in an independent position between the Russian
Eastern bloc and a possible Western
bloc, "you and your party, for reasons
of your, own, have already taken a side
on sbehalf of France." Even these
terms may not constitute an unpardonable blow to honour and an
insuperable barrier to the creation of
a de Gaulle Government tolerated, if
not supported, by the Communists. At
the moment there even seems to be
some possibility that the Communists
may accept membership in a de Gaulle
Cabinet without any of the three portfolios which de Gaulle refuses to give
them. In that case, Communist honour,
which Duclos says is impugned, would
undergo the test of actual trial and
the judgment of results—but not the
test of the Foreign Ministry.
Some solution of the present French
crisis is badly needed, for its continuance would intensify a general

.

impression of France's instability. The
fact that the xitterances of the protagonists can be interpreted so widely
constitutes in itself a need for a specific
adjustment that would enable the
French to get on with the work of
government. American 'and British
support is still important to France,
and it is not a matter of small account
if, as cabled, "some circles regard
General de Gaulle's broadcast as a
warning addi/essed beyond the French
borders to all Western Europe that, if
certain political developments took
placd at home, France would be placed
in the so-called Eastern bloc, or Russian
sphere of interest." Evidently a good
deal of water has flowed under
political bridges since General de
Gaulle, following on Mr. Churchill's
enthusiastic reception in Paris, went
on a pilgrimage to Moscow and secured
some kind of agreement. Today that
event seems to be forgotten. It is not
quite certain whether the FrancoBritish friction over Lebanon and
Syria is forgotten; but it is tolerably
certain that France cannot expect
much help from Communists outside
France in the effort of de Gaulle to
regain for France" her position in
Indo-China. If a Communist became
Foreign Minister of France, could he
join in 'Communist applause of the

Indonesians', struggle against the
Dutch, and at the same time applaud
France's fight to regain Indo-China,
which seems to be much on the same
moral plane as Holland's retention of
her rights in the Netherlands East
Indies? Even if the French Communists participate in a de Gaulle
Government .only to the extent of
securing a Ministry of State—as suggested by radio—the dialectical attitude of Communist supporters of the

de Gaulle Government, in the matter
of Indo-China, Java, and India, will
be extremely interesting.
Duclos is reported. as saying that
the French labouring classes were the
spearhead of the resistance (to the
a
Germans) and will not accept
subordinate role now. But are the
French labouring classes Communist?
One commentator seems to think that
this question may lead to a new
General Election.

FEARED TRIAL
BARON HONJO COMMITS
SUICIDE
TOKIO, November 20,
Baron General Honjo, former commander-in-chief of the Kwantung
army, has committed suicide. He died
shortly after'his secretary found his
slashed body on his office floor.
Honjo's eldest son told Japanese reporters that his father first became
afraid he might face criminal charges
after reading the morning paper reporting that General MacArthur had
ordered his arrest. "After reading the
paper he felt his full responsibility,
and told us he would go to court and
express his beliefs and then take whatever responsibility fell on him," the
son said. "There was no sign that he
contemplated suicide."
Honjo went as usual to his office as
president of an organisation for the
relief of demobilised soldiers, though
General MacArthur had ordered the
abolition of the organisation.

PRINCESSES AT THE
THEATRE
LONDON, November 20.
Only a few among the audience at
the Apollo Theatre recognised Princess
Elizabeth and Princess Margaret when
they paid another surprise visit to a
West End theatre on Monday night,
accompanied by a parly of seven
friends, including Countess de Gellai^uc, a Frenchwoman who lias been
Princess Elizabeth's companion for
The pni'ty took 13s 6d
sonic time.
seats in the stalls. The performance
was Noel Coward's "Private Lives."
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